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Abstract: Clients may search for different type of things to update their knowledge. But Search results depend on the user posed 

query has to satisfy their searched properties that is stored in the spatial database. For this fast generation, we need a conventional way 

of searching is required to develop modern application. Here our aim is search has to meet two things that spatial predicate and 

associated texts. Suppose a client searching for items that is available in a restaurant which is close to his circle is the condition.  In 

spite of comparing all searches related items (restaurants) for accurate one. Just think about the restaurant which is closed to the 

searcher that contains menu items like “steaks, spaghetti, brandy” available at the same time. At present the great solution to solve this 

problem of searching is possible by IR2 tree but, it is insufficient to get an accurate result exactly. For that we newly introduced a 

spatial inverted index algorithm that extends the gap of IR2 tree which is lagging to compute the multidimensional data. We are 

evaluating this experimental by posing different queries.  
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I. Introduction 

 

A spatial database is a database that store multidimensional objects such as points, rectangles, and etc. some spatial databases allow 

representing simple geometric objects such as lines, points and polygons. Some spatial databases handle more complex structures such 

as 3D objects, topological coverage’s, linear networks. Based on different selection criteria spatial database provides fast access to 

multidimensional objects. In spatial database real entities are modeled in geometric manner, for example location of hotels, hospital, 

restaurants are represented as points on maps, while larger area such as landscapes, lakes, parks are represented as a combination of 

rectangles. Spatial database system can use in geographic information system, in this range search can be utilized to find all 

restaurants in a certain area, while nearest neighbor retrieval can find the restaurant closest to a given address. 

  

Queries in spatial database have become increasingly important in recent years with the increasing popularity of some services such as 

Google Earth and Yahoo Maps, as well as other geographic applications. Today, widely used by search engines has made it realistic to 

write spatial queries in a new way. Traditionally, queries focus on objects only geometric properties, for example, whether a point is in 

rectangle or how two points are close from each other. Some new application allows users to browse objects based on both of their 

geometric coordinates and their associated texts. Such type of queries called as a spatial keyword query. For example, if a search 

engine can be used to find the nearest hotel that offer facilities such as pool and internet at the same time. From this query, we could 

first obtain the entire hotel whose services contains the set of keywords, and then find the nearest one from the retrieved restaurant. 

The major drawback of this approach is that, on the difficult input they do not provide real time answer. For example, from the query 

point the real neighbor lies quite far away, while all the closer neighbors are missing at least one of the query keywords. Spatial 

keyword queries have not been widely explored. In the past years, the group of people has showed interest in studying keyword search 

in relational databases. 

 

 Recently the attention has preoccupied to multidimensional data [5][6]. The best method for nearest neighbor search with keywords is 

because of Felipe et al. [5]. They combine the spatial index R-tree [7] and signature file [8]. So they developed a structure called IR 

tree. This tree has the ability of both R-tree and signature files. Like an R-tree it stores the spatial proximity of the object and like 

signature file it filters those objects that do not include all query keywords. 

 

 

 

II Related Work 

 

 The Keyword search has been well studied for years due to its importance to commercial search engines. Various types of keyword 

queries have been proposed. These related works can be categorized from two phases first, we introduce the works with Training 

which requires the input documents’ associated with or contained in a query region.  
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Fig 1: System Design 

 

 The query keywords contain a priority. The result documents are ranked based on certain criteria. The query processing contains two 

stages, Parsing and Frequency finder using Data Mining technique. The textual attributes are represented by a list of keywords stored 

in a Feature Matrix. After the text parsing, second phase testing will take place to build an inverted list of each keywords and the 

query are inserted in the template model. To improve performance, S2I distinguishes between frequent and infrequent keywords. The 

model contains following modules.  

 

III Implementation 

 

A. IR-Tree, Approximation algorithm and Exact algorithm: 

 

This method is used to retrieve a group of spatial web objects such that the query’s keywords are covered by group’s keywords and 

objects are near to the query location and have the lowest inter object distances. This method addresses the two instantiation of the 

group keyword query. First is to find the group of objects that cover the keywords such that the sum of their distances to the query is 

minimized. Second is to find a group of objects that covers the keywords such that between of the maximum distance between objects 

in a group of objects and query and maximum distance among two objects in a group of objects is minimized. Both of these sub 

problems are NP-complete. Greedy algorithm is used to provide an approximation solution to the problem that utilizes the spatial 

keyword index IR-tree to reduce the search space. But in some application query does not contain a large number of keywords, for this 

exact algorithm is used that uses the dynamic programming. 

 

B. IUR-tree (Intersection union R-tree) 

 

Geographic objects associated with descriptive texts are becoming common. This gives importance to spatial keyword queries that 

take both the location and a text description of the content. This technique is used to analyze the problem of reverse spatial and textual 

k nearest neighbor search i.e finding objects that take the query object as one of their spatial textual similar objects. For this type of 

search hybrid index structure is used that successfully merge the location proximity with textual similarity. For searching, branch and 

bound algorithm are used. In addition, to increase the speed of query processing a variant of IRtree and two optimization algorithm is 

used. To enhance the IU R-tree, text clustering is used, in this object of all the databases is grouped into clusters according to their text 

similarity. Each node of the tree is extended by the cluster information to create a hybrid tree which is called as cluster IUR-tree. To 

enhance the search performance of this tree two optimization methods are used, the first is based on outlier detection and extraction 

and second method is based on text entropy.  

 

B. BR*-tree: 

 

This hybrid index structure is used to search m-closest keywords. This technique finds the closest tuples that match the keywords 

provided by the user. This structure combines the R*-tree and bitmap indexing to process the closest keyword query that returns the 

spatially closest objects matching keywords To reduce the search space a priori based search strategy is used. Two monotone 

constraints are used as a priori properties to facilitate efficient pruning which is called as distance matrix and keyword mutex. But this 

approach is not suitable for handling ranking queries and in this number of false hits is large. 
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C. IR2-trees: 

 

The growing number of applications requires the efficient execution of nearest neighbor queries which is constrained by the properties 

of spatial objects. Keyword search is very popular on the internet so these applications allow users to give list of keywords that spatial 

objects should contain. Such queries called as a spatial keyword query. This consists of query area and a set of keywords.  

 

 
               

Fig 2: IR2 tree algorithm 

  

The IR2-tree is developed by the combination of R-tree and signature files, where each node of the tree has spatial and keyword 

information. This method is efficient answering the top-k spatial keyword queries. In this signature is added to the every node of the 

tree. An able algorithm is used to answer the queries using the tree. An Incremental nearest algorithm is used for the tree traversal and 

if the root node signature does not match the query signature then it prunes the whole subtrees. But IR2-tree has some drawbacks such 

as false hits where the object of final result is far away from the query or this is not suitable for handling ranking queries. 

 

E. Spatial inverted index and Minimum bounding method: 

 

So, new access method, spatial inverted access method is used to remove the drawbacks of previous methods such as false hits. This 

method is the variant of inverted index using for multidimensional points.  

 

 
 

 

Fig 3: incremental nearest neighbour algorithm 

 

This index stores the spatial region of data points and on every inverted list Rtree is built. The Minimum bounding method is used for 

traversing the tree to prune the search space. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper presents the survey of various techniques for nearest neighbor search for spatial database. As in the previous methods there 

were many drawbacks. The existing solutions incur too expensive space consumption or they are unable to give real time answer. So 

to overcome the drawbacks of previous methods, new method is based on variant of inverted index and R-tree and algorithm of 

minimum bounding method is used to reduce the search space. This method will increase the efficiency of nearest neighbor search too. 
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